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IDEA EXCHANGE
PHYLLIS M. HAAN, Grand Rapids, Michigan
Sorting Cancelled Checks or Other 
Numbered Paper
In our April 1947 issue we published an 
idea for paper sorting which has since been 
put into use by some of our members with 
such remarkable savings in time that, by 
request, we are repeating it.
Paper sorting can be a bottleneck that 
ties up costly machines and keeps impor­
tant employees idle. When it does, it be­
comes one of the most expensive operations 
in your office. Below is one method which 
has proved to be a vast time saver:
The stack of unsorted units is placed di­
rectly before the sorter. The first unit to 
be sorted is grasped betwen the thumb and 
first finger of the right hand. The right 
hand then moves to the memorized position 
on the table indicated by the first right-hand 
digit of the number, and the unit is depos­
ited on that stack. While the right hand is 
returning to the unsorted stack, the left 
hand grasps the second unit in the same 
manner and moves toward its indicated 
position. In this manner the hands alter­
nate, the operator’s eyes never leaving the 
central unsorted stack.
Sorting from right to left has a decided 
advantage over sorting from left to right, 
in that the units may always be restacked 
to one pile after each digit sort, while sort­
ing from left to right produces 10 piles 
after the first digit sort, 100' piles after the 
second, etc.
The restacking rules follow:
(1) When sorting to an odd number of 
digits such as 3 or 5, restack after the first 
right-hand digit sort with the 9 pile at the 
bottom face up; then the 8 pile, etc., restack 
after the second digit sort with the 0 pile 
at the bottom face up; then the 1 pile, etc., 
after the third digit sort with the 9 pile on 
the bottom, and so on, alternating the order 
of stacking after each sort.
(2) When sorting to an even number of 
digits as 2 or 4, stack after the first right­
hand digit sort with the 0 pile at the bot­
tom, then alternate as in rule 1.
Several large utilities use this two-hand 
sort with astounding speed. In one case, 
57 clerks average 4,173 digit sorts per hour 
with less than 1 error per 1,000 units. Units 
with 4-digit numbers are sorted in sequence 
at 1,043 per hour. Any clerk can make 3,200 
one-digit sorts per hour after practicing 
an hour or two.
The Element of Suspense
The May issue of The Figure Head, 
Cleveland chapter’s monthly bulletin, con­
tains this interesting idea:
A clothing manufacturer employing a 
large number of women workers was faced 
with a high degree of absenteeism. Pro­
duction suffered greatly and plans were 
tried to reduce absenteeism, without suc­
cess. Finally a movie projector was in­
stalled in the cafeteria and motion pictures 
shown in serial form each noon at the end 
of the lunch hour. The curiosity and sus­
pense element in human nature did the 
trick. Interest in the next day’s installment 
of the current movie brought the girls to 
work and absenteeism in the plant reached 
an all time low.
Departure in Letter Writing
The next time you write a letter omit the 
formal salutation and the complimentary 
close. Many have done so and have found 
that it means less effort on their part, in­
creased production, and better looking 
letters.
THE PRESS
J. Arthur Marvin’s article in our August 
issue, Some Problems Facing the Account­
ing Profession, has been reprinted in The 
Accounting Ledger, published by New York 
University.
Ethleen Lasseter’s article, Applications 
for Tabulating Equipment, which appeared 
in our April issue, has been reprinted by 
International Business Machines Corpora­
tion. Ethleen also had an article entitled 
What the Bankers Think about Audit Re­
ports in the October bulletin of The Georgia 
Society of CPA’s.
In addition to considerable newspaper 
publicity, our joint annual meeting in 
Chicago received write-ups in The Illinois 
Certified Public Accountant and in the In­
stitute’s bulletin, The Certified Public 
Accountant.
Glamour has issued a second edition of 
its College Majors Chart, in which account­
ing is covered and in which reference is 
made to AWSCPA.
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